Virtual Seating Plan

CoSpaces Edu level: Beginner
Education level: Elementary, primary, middle or high school
Subjects: Makerspaces and arts, social sciences, STEM and coding
Skills developed: Creativity, 3D creation and spatial skills
Created by: Heung Yuk Mui Elly, CoSpaces Edu Ambassador

Introduction:

This lesson plan is a great class activity to conduct at the beginning of the school year: a moment when neither students nor the teacher know one another very well.

Creating a virtual seating plan on CoSpaces Edu is much more interesting than in a standard format because it provides an opportunity for students to introduce and represent themselves through animations and dialogues.

It will also give teachers a nice picture of the whole class.

Student benefits:

- Learn basic 3D creation skills
- Develop creativity
- Have fun and increase motivation
- Help students to get to know each other more easily
Creation guide

To get started, open the Classroom template available in the CoSpaces Edu Gallery, or enter this link: cospac.es/pVRV

1. Change the location of the seats based on the classroom setting. You may need to duplicate and rotate the desks and chairs.

2. Change the appearance of the characters to match your own style as a student in this classroom.

3. Double click the characters to add text bubbles. In each character’s text bubble, type the name of the students in this class.

4. You can add animations to turn your seating plan to life. Double click the characters and select any animations you like.

5. You can also add various items to decorate your virtual classroom. Get creative!
Example CoSpace

Seating plan

cospac.es/GiXl